Introduction

SOA is becoming increasingly important to, and entrenched in, the DoD and IC for military and intelligence operations, including initiatives such as Net-Centric Enterprise Services (NCES). While SOA includes services and support for security, such as access control, these initiatives have largely concentrated only on providing security within domains, not across them. Simultaneously, CDS have begun to handle the growing requirement to service the need to share information critical to military operations, disaster response, national intelligence, and other situations, carefully balancing the need to share with the traditional need to protect sensitive or classified information within and across domains.

Discovery services play an important role in single domain SOAs because of the dynamic nature of a service environment. As services become available, change, or get removed, applications need to have up-to-date information about the definition of available services. Management of static descriptions of these environments becomes difficult, both within and across domains, particularly as the number of services increases. This motivates a requirement for discovery services across domains that is currently unmet by existing service discovery solutions, which only work within domains.

Discovery itself is a simple process, as shown in Fig. 1. A service registers itself with the service discovery service that is part of an existing service environment. Next, a client (shown on the left) performs lookup requests on the service discovery service to find newly registered services. Once the client has found a suitable service, it proceeds to invoke that service through a specific invocation mechanism.

The XDDS described in this paper fills this gap by enabling dynamic discovery and use of services across a variety of domains and associated relationships, including hierarchical, non-hierarchical, and coalition. The resulting services and protocols provide access to service information across security domains in a secure, guard-agnostic, scalable, and flexible way that is amenable to certification and accreditation (C&A).

DoD-Centric Use Case

Current support for net-centric operations is based on isolated deployments of relevant services in individual domains. Fig. 2 illustrates a NIPRNet and SIPRNet deployment of the DISA NCES service discovery service, which provides the ability to register services (in step 1), lookup services
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(step 2), and finally invoke services (step 3), but only within a respective domain. Extending the discovery of services across domains necessitates introduction of new cross flows for either disseminating service registrations or lookup requests. The flows also need to contain filters to ensure that clients only get access to information they are entitled to, even from remote domains.

As part of the XDDS effort described in this paper, we designed and prototyped services and cross domain protocols that enable Client 1 in Fig. 2 to discover and use Service 2, and conversely Client 2 to discover and use Service 1, if and only if these interactions are permissible under existing cross domain data sharing policies.

**Fig. 2. Current Service Discovery in DoD Enterprise Environments**
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**XDDS Architecture**

We created an extensible and flexible architecture for cross domain service discovery and implemented versions of the following components shown in Fig. 3.

**Fig. 3. XDDS Architecture**

A Local Discovery Agent (LDA) in each domain transparently intercepts lookup and registration requests within domains and handles routing requests across domains for performing local discovery, e.g., using Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI). The LDAs enable transparent discovery across domain boundaries without requiring code changes to existing discovery services or clients.

The XDDS message protocol, through which LDAs interact with one another, is based on two simple generalized communication models, namely referral- and replication-based discovery, and accommodates requirements on message exchanges in cross domain environments, such as restricted XML schemas. Our protocol can encapsulate a large number of variant discovery protocols without significant changes, minimizing the impact of changes on C&A.

The Global Discovery Service (GDS) is an extended LDA component that facilitates scalability by introducing hierarchy through which any number of LDAs can interact. The GDS maintains information about the domains and how they can reach one another, enforces policies on cross domain interactions, facilitates proper authentication, and supports anonymization of domains.

The Guard Technology Platform (GTP) is a generic interface to existing guards supporting the examination of cross domain flows represented with the XDDS protocol. Using the GTP abstraction during development allows XDDS to remain independent of specific guard and CDS implementations.

**Fig. 4. The LDA and its Interfaces to Local Service Substrates and CDS Gateways**

For communicating with the local service substrate, the LDA instantiates service proxies and uses adapters for supporting a number of different protocols. In Phase I, we implemented proxies for the discovery and brokering and implemented adapters for UDDI v2 and HTTP.

For communication with other LDAs through the outside-facing interface, the LDA uses LDA service proxies. Since the Phase I prototype only involved two LDAs, we directly linked the LDA with the GTP endpoint through the Simple Object

The heart of the LDA is its layered protocol stack, with a brokering protocol at the lowest layer and discovery and identity management at higher layers. The main purpose of this stack is to convert messages from the local service substrate, which may be complex and technology specific, into a core set of simple messages, which are suited for crossing domain boundaries. One way to describe the collection of core messages is via the notion of abstract protocols for discovery, identity, and brokering. The brokering protocol is responsible for routing requests through the network of XDDS nodes. Requests can either be discovery or identity management related, or originate from a brokering proxy which allows clients to invoke services in other XDDS-enabled domains. Discovery is implemented via exchange of simple messages that allow for registration of local services with XDDS and lookup of registered services throughout the overlay network of XDDS nodes. The identity protocol enables an LDA to export a selected set of identity mappings from the local identity service to other XDDS nodes (such as the GDS).

The LDA contains a Policy Enforcement Point (shown as PEP in Fig. 4) that intercepts requests and subjects them to policy evaluation. In future versions of the LDA, we expect to configure an existing Policy Decision Point with role-based access control policies that determine what information is allowed to be passed outbound and received inbound. To meet the requirement for preventing data leakage between domains, the policy enforcement of high domains always happens on the high side, allowing domains to stay in full control of their data. In addition, low domains implement a second line of defense by pushing protection requirements closer to the source of misbehavior in cases of errors or attacks that are mounted to escalate from low to high domains.

The GDS is built on the same technology platform as the LDA to provide support for anonymization, identity mapping, and LDA synchronization (as displayed in Fig. 5). The discovery service in a GDS operates at a higher layer in the discovery hierarchy in that it manages LDA memberships and allows them to discover each other. LDAs defer to the GDS for discovery requests that they cannot handle and answer discovery queries from the GDS. For identity management, the GDS supports mapping of identities across domains in a scalable way. It can also store identity relevant meta-information about LDAs, such as what identity protocols are supported by an LDA and whether the LDA allows remote verification of identities. For anonymization, the GDS supports multiple operational modes, ranging from traditional onion-routing to support for services that want to disclose only a small subset of information about themselves and implement “don’t call us, we’ll call you” policies. The GDS allows XDDS to support service discovery even in the most restrictive environments in which the knowledge that a certain domain hosts a certain service is not permitted to cross domain boundaries.

**Cross Domain Service Discovery In Action**

To ensure feasibility of the XDDS architecture and design and construct a body of evidence for later C&A activities, we implemented a proof-of-concept prototype during Phase I based on the jUDDI open-source server [9].

We started by constructing a baseline scenario for intra-domain discovery of Web Services Description Language (WSDL)-described web services following the WSDL in UDDI OASIS recommendation [10]. We then proceeded to implement referral-based discovery across two domains. Key components of the prototype include an implementation of the XDDS protocol specification together with a set of configurable transformations on UDDI and WSDL documents necessary for cross domain discovery.

The set of transformations, implemented using XSLT, includes scripts to change service end point information, e.g., for making cross domain service calls via existing cross domain web service invocation substrates, as well as to restrict information sharing due to security restrictions, e.g., by redacting UDDI operator identities. The prototype allows flexible control over content and location of transformations applied to the message stream and also rejects messages that do not conform to expectations, e.g., by analyzing sequence numbers to prevent replay attacks.
Fig. 6 shows a visualization of the multi-step cross domain discovery process generated from live outputs and logs of participating components. The domain boundary is shown in the center and the GTP is represented through a dark gray box. LDA components are further divided into an intra-net resident LDA process, e.g., LDA A, and a process resident in a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), e.g., LDA A DMZ. The lookup client is represented by an oval on the left, while the UDDI server is represented by an orange box labeled “jUDDI B” on the right. Fig. 6 shows the sequence of XML message exchanges between various components during a UDDI find_tModel request together with key transformations on the resulting XDDS messages called out via T1 through T4.

Certification and Accreditation of Different Configurations

C&A of CDSs is of significant cost and solutions that do not account for the specifics of cross domain environments will face significant barriers during accreditation. This is even more true for service discovery due to a high degree of technology diversity and proliferation of evolving discovery standards. To address these issues, XDDS decouples existing discovery technologies found locally in a domain from the messages that cross the domain boundary.

The design of the Phase I prototype confines most of the complexity to the protocol adapter, specialized for UDDI in this case, and the discovery service proxy while allowing the LDA/GDS components to exchange a small set of core XDDS XML messages within a narrowly defined message format over the domain boundary (the right side of Fig. 7). Message exchanges across domain boundaries are represented via two generalized communication models, referral and replication (described in more detail later in this section), that cover a wide variety of discovery protocols through adapters.
The scope of C&A in this effort was to construct an initial body of evidence that can be used later as the basis for security arguments for a real C&A activity. The various design tradeoffs, use cases, and XML message exchanges and transformations shown through the proof-of-concept prototype all feed into construction of this body of evidence. In addition, we developed the design and proof-of-concept prototype to be consistent with a number of important community documents and standards.

Functional Use Cases and Generalized Communication Models

XDDS supports two basic discovery patterns: referral, where a client request is transferred from a local proxy to a discovery service instance holding the relevant service registration, and replication, where service registrations are copied to local discovery service instances to satisfy local discovery requests.

Basic Discovery Interaction Patterns

The Phase I proof-of-concept prototype supports referral-based discovery, in which the LDA components disseminate lookup requests and corresponding responses across domain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 8.

The sequence of events is as follows:

1) A service in Domain 2 makes a registration request with its local LDA 2. Service description information is only persisted locally.
2) A client in Domain 1 makes a lookup request with its local LDA 1.
3, 4) The LDA 1 forwards the request to LDA 2 in the other domain and receives the response back from LDA 2, which it in turn returns to the client. The transfer of cross domain requests and response is mediated by the GTP.

Fig. 9 depicts the replication-based discovery configuration, and the sequence of steps is as follows:

1) A service in Domain 2 makes a registration request with its local LDA 2.
2, 3) The LDA 2 makes a replication request through the GTP to an affiliated LDA in another domain. Transfer is mediated by the GTP.
4) The replication request is received by the affiliated LDA 1 and any local client requests are serviced by the LDA 1 local to the client C.

Fig. 8. Referral-based Discovery

Fig. 9. Replication-based Discovery

Note that a GDS (in its own domain) may be inserted into the communication path to reduce or eliminate the need for multiple point-to-point connections. XDDS provides mixed operations in which one LDA is configured to replicate registrations to the GDS, while another LDA uses referrals for lookup operations. In both configurations, XDDS carries all cross domain message exchanges over a generic discovery service protocol.

There are two key distinctions between the referral and replication models:

For referral, the information traverses the domain boundary at the time the lookup request is made by the recipient client. For replication, the information traverses the domain boundary at the time the service registration is performed.

In the referral model, the service description is not in the persistent storage of the discovery service element of the requesting domain. The replication model has a persistent copy of the discovery data in all replication domains.

The differences have important implications on security aspects of deployments. For example, it may be more appropriate to replicate service registrations from low to high domains. In this configuration, lookup requests performed in the high domain are handled locally, reducing the amount of risk for interference or covert channels.
XDDS Protocol Specification

The XDDS message protocol is an XML-based message specification that describes the syntax of messages passed between LDAs through the GTP. The protocol is consistent with open standards, e.g., XML, UDDI, Security Assertion Markup Language, WS-Security, XML Signature, and SOAP. The protocol represents XML message exchanges through two basic message forms—XDDS requests (example shown in Fig. 10) and XDDS responses. By default, all requests generate responses and generic acknowledgement responses are returned in error cases instead of error responses. Messages include control information, such as LDA identities used for routing purposes, classification markings, and message integrity and provenance trails that allow enforcement of integrity and anti-spoofing.

Fig. 10. Example XDDS message

To simplify messaging formats, the protocol uses the same message types during referral and replication modes and treats the replication request analogous to a query response in the referral mode. Furthermore, application specific discovery protocols, e.g., UDDI and HTTP, are encapsulated in the XDDS messages in restricted form, allowing the same XDDS message structure to be used with multiple application specific protocols.

The XDDS protocol allows expression of restrictions on message exchanges through both XML schema and XSLT restrictions. The schema restrictions include sanitization of the input stream through removal of non-printing characters and any characters outside the range 040 to 176. In addition, we use white space normalization and disallow any CDATA, Base64, or other similar binary encodings. The protocol handlers further restrict attribute values to enumeration constants or highly constrained value sets and disallow mixed element content. Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) restrictions are generated automatically from configuration data and tie allowable message exchanges to accredited cross domain flows. For instance, the XDDS protocol handlers use XSLT script to check message ordering and detect message replay scenarios.

Summary and Next Steps

The XDDS Phase I project was a successful research effort that produced significant improvements in technology in a short amount of time. The technology innovations and the XDDS prototype demonstrated in this project are foundational results enabling a necessary capability, previously unavailable, if SOA is to be realizable in DoD and Intelligence Community environments, namely the ability to discover and broker services across domain boundaries in a scalable, safe, and certifiable manner.

In summary, we designed a guard-agnostic architecture for cross domain service discovery based on the principles of modularity, interoperability, transparency, scalability, and security, and produced technical designs for its major components, namely the LDA, the GDS, and the XDDS protocol specification. In addition, we developed use cases involving generalized communication models, namely referral-based and replication-based discovery, advanced discovery capabilities, including hierarchical and anonymous discovery processes, and assured discovery capabilities through authentication and authorization, message protection through signatures, and traffic restrictions and normalization. Finally, we successfully demonstrated cross domain discovery via a proof-of-concept implementation of one specific configuration supported by the design.

Our plans for future work include expansion of the existing proof-of-concept capabilities by a) adding replication-based discovery and initial authentication, authorization, and service invocation capabilities, b) developing the first version of the GDS component to enable hierarchical discovery and enhance the replication and referral-based discovery capabilities to support message integrity and pedigree, and c) implementing anonymization and providing enhanced management and generation of variant configurations.
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Software Assurance

Software is essential to enabling the nation’s critical infrastructure. To ensure the integrity of that infrastructure, the software that controls and operates it must be secure and resilient. Software Assurance Community Resources and Information Clearinghouse provides corroboratively developed resources. Learn more about relevant programs and how you can become involved.

Security must be “built-in” and supported throughout the lifecycle. Visit https://buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov to learn about the practices for developing and delivering software to provide the requisite assurance. Sign up to become a free subscriber and receive notices of updates.

The Department of Homeland Security provides the public-private collaboration framework for shifting the paradigm to software assurance.

https://buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov/swa